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The center point curve is a stand-by of the interpolative design method 
of mechanisms [e.g. 1-5, 8, 9]. The application of computer shows marked 
progress in this field. To dctermine the center point curve computers giving 
the results not by tabulating but by dra"wing the curve ' .... anted are well applic
able. Such computers will not generally be used in Hungary for a long time 
yet. This is why it is reasonable today to consider accuracy of the well known 
drawing methods. To infinitely densify the points determined hy drawing 
does not absolutely minimize errors. It would be more useful to determine 
tangents for some given points, or for points drawn at a due accuracy. The 
aim of this paper is to give the designers a method for dra, .. -ing a tangent to 
any point of the center point curve. 

The type of the cent er point curve with a double point is to be derived 
by means of a mechanism (Fig. 1) well known from the literature [2]. Joint 
L proceeds along the middle line v and the har fixed to the bar LQ at an 
angle fJ goes always through the focus F. (It can be found in the literature 
how to draw the eenter point eUlTe, the middle line and the focus [e.g. 2].) 
Point Q draws a eenter point eun-e with a double point in this case. 

The fundamental idea of the tangent drawing comes from the general
ization of this principle. 

In this connection it is useful to recall one drawing method of the center 
point curye. 

It is well known that the center point curve can also be drawn as conse
cutiye intersections of the coordinated members in a pencil of radii and a 
series of non-concentrical circles [e.g. 2, 5]. The central line of the series of 
circles is the middle line of the cent er point curve and the holding point of 
the pencil of radii is the focus of the cent er point curve. Any line of the pencil 
of radii intersects the middle line in a point being the cent er of a circle crossing 
the line mentioned above in two points of the center point curve. The type of 
the series of circles is characteristic to the type of the center point curve. A 
one-parted center point curve without double point is determined by an 
elliptical series of circles; a one-parted cent er point curve with a double point 
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hy a paraholical series of circles; and a hiparted center point curve hy a hyper
holical series of circles. 

The type of the series of circles can be determined by means of the middle 
line, the focus and any two points of the center point curve (Fig. 2). On Fig. 
2a, b, c the focus (F), the middle line (v) and two poles (012 and Od of the 
center point curve are given. In all of these three cases the middle line is crossed 
by the line F012 at point 0 1 and by line F0 23 at point O2, Points 0 1 and 

----
'" ---

Fig. 1 

O2 are the centers of the circles kl and k2' resp. Circles kl and k z pass through 
point 0 12 and point 0 23, resp. Circles kI' k z and their power line are members 
of a series of circles with v as a central line. 

On Fig. 2a there is an elliptical series of circles for kI is not crossed by 
kz, therefore the power line h is to be drawn yet. As h is the central line to 
the conjugated series of circles so circles kI and k2 crossed by any circle k3 
the common chords of kI' k3 and kz, k3 are crossed in the power line h perpen
dicular to line v. The point e is cut out from the circle k2 by the Thales circle 

drawn at distance H0 2• Distance He is the radius of the circle k crossing the 
middle line v at point circles Ao and Bo of the elliptical series of circles. Every 
member of the elliptical series of circles crosses the circle k perpendicularly. 

The series of circles in Fig. 2b is parabolical for circle kI is touched by 
circle k';!.. The power line h passes through this very point and is perpendicular 
to middle line v. Every member of the parabolical series of circles passes through 
the intersection point of middle line v and power line h. 

The series of circles in Fig. 2c is hyperbolical for circle kI is crossed 
by the circle k z at points A and B. The power line passes through points 
A and B. Every member of the hyperbolical series of circles passes through 
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Fig. 2c 

points A and B. In all the three cases (Fig. 2a, b, c) point H is the intersec
tion point of lines v and h. On Fig. 2b point H coincides with the double point. 

The characteristics of the elliptical (Fig. 3a), parabolical (Fig. 3b) and 
hyperbolical (Fig. 3c) series of circles are summarized as: 

FH = constant QiYIL <;: = HMF <?: 

HM = QNI = Q'11I; ML = 11.iF 

From the characteristics listed above and got from the drawing it follows: 

HF = QL = constant; lvIH F <?: = MQL <?: 

As these conditions are enough for the mechanism in Fig. 1, theoretically 
it is possible to design a mechanism similar to that in all three cases (Fig. 
3a, b, c) (Fig. 4). But while the point Q = 1 (Fig. 4b) draws directly the center 
point curve with a double point, in cases Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c points 1 and l' 
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of the one-pal·ted center point cm'ye without double point and the hiparted 
center point curve are to he drawn hy the help of the known method as used 
in Fig. 4·. 

In thc case of Fig. 4a points Q and Q' are always farther and in the 
case of Fig. 4c nearer to the point NI than points 1 and l' of the center point 

curve. As distance Q1 = Q'1' is variable the center point curve can really be 
- --

drawn by this mechanism only in the case of Q1 Q'1' = 0 when the center 
point curve is one-parted "with a double point. But as points 1 and l' are always 
on line Q.M· and are always to be considered as ones belonging to member 
LQ1'\i1 of the fictitious mechanism so this theoretical mechanism can well he 
used for drawing tangents. For instance, to draw a tangent to point 1 it is 
necessary to determine pole PI in the intersection point of the lines passing 
through point F and perpendicular to line FJvI, and passing through L, and 
perpendicular to line .!.VlL, respectively. Tangent tl is perpendicular to pole 
radius P 11. Similarly tangent t{ is perpendicular to pole radius P{ 1'. 
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Poles PI and P{ are simple to draw (Fig. 4) by learning from Fig. 1 
that: 

- FM --
Mq = -- = e; qp = ML = e cos 0': 

cos 0': 

So the intersection point q of the lines passing through points 11.f and F 
and perpendicular to middle line v and Fl1.f, respectively, is the center point 

of a circle of radius e = NIq and crossing line Fq at points P l and P{. The 
pole radii from PI and Pi are perpendicular to the tangents. 

k 

Fig. 5 

At last, knowing the line v, point F and the series of circles any point 
of the center point curve with its tangent can be drawn by the following 
method: 

1. In the case of an elliptical series of circles (Fig. 5): any line passing 
through point F crosses middle line v at point NI. Point c is staked out on 
the circle k by its tangent passing through point l1.f. Two points of the center 
point curve (1 and 1') are determined on the line FlltI by intersecting it by a 

----- --
circle with center 11.f and radius 11fc (lvIl = lvIl' = .Mc). Line .Mq is perpendic-
ular to line v; line Fq is perpendicular to line FM". Moreover distance qlltI = e 
and points PI and P{ are pointed out on line Fq crossed by a circle with center 
q and radius e. Thus lines P I1 and P{1' are perpendicular to tangents t1 and t{. 

Lines t1 and t1 are tangents to the center point curve at points 1 and 1'. 
2. In the case of a parabolical series of circles (Fig. 6): any line through 

point F crosses middle line v at point NI. Points 1 and l' of the center point 
curve are determined on line Fl1.f crossed by a circle with cent er 11f and 

radius MH. (M1 = 11.f1' = l1.fH). Line l1.fq is perpendicular to line v and distance 
qM = e. Points PI and PI are determined on line Fq crossed by a circle with 
center q and radius Q. Then lines P 11 and PII' are perpendicular to tangents 
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Fig. 7 

tl and t1' resp. Lines tl and t} are tangents to the center point curve at points 
1 and 1', resp. 

3. In the casc of a hyperbolical series of circles (Fig. 7): any line through 
point F crosses line v at the point 1\1I. Points 1 and l' of the center point curve 
are determined on line Fi\![ crossed by a circle with center NI and radius 

MA = lHB (llfl = NIl' = lH.A = MB). Line kIq is perpendicular to line 

v and distance kIq = Q. Points PI and P{ are pointed out on line Fqcrossed 

by a circle with center q and radius lVIq. Then lines P11 and PIl' are perpendic
ular to tangents tl and t1' resp. Lines tl and t1 are tangents to the center point 
curve at points 1 and 1', resp. 

So the drawing for each type of series of circles is different only up to 
determining the points of the center point curve. Having these points it 
is possible to draw a tangent to any of them in the same way. The method 
is identical whether the cent er point curve is one-parted ·with or within a double 
point, or it is biparted. 
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Summary 

Center point curve is a stand-by of the interpolative design method of mechanisms. 
Because of some viewpoints it seems to be useful to draw a tangent to any point of the center 
point curve. The tangent drawing method given by this paper is independent from the type 
of the center point curve. 
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